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Introduction



India is at the cusp of exponential growth driven by a host of  

factors that include an enabling regulatory environment, thrust  

on domestic manufacturing, and growing exports.  

Correspondingly, wealth in India is accelerating at an  

unprecedented rate and investors are increasingly demanding  

innovative investment solutions that they can access in a  

seamless, efficient, and cost-effective manner. However, the  

current ecosystem has several prevailing gaps that hinder  

product side innovation and preclude large swathes of investors  

from accessing the limited number of innovative products that  

are currently available in the market. Due to these gaps,  

investment managers are unable to create innovative products  

and distribute them at scale while investors need to compromise  

when it comes to making optimal investment decisions.

Recognising the prevailing challenges, WealthDesk has created  

a Unified Wealth Interface (UWI) to bridge the gaps in the current  

ecosystem and engender an environment that enables all the  

players to connect, collaborate, and create value. More 

importantly, the UWI is envisaged as a holistic solution to not only 

bridge the prevailing gaps but also elevate the asset, wealth and 

broking ecosystem. It aims to do this by allowing investment 

manufacturers to create innovative investment products, 

package them into WealthBaskets, and then distribute them at 

scale through the WealthDesk platform, the broker’s platform, the 

advisor’s microsite, or the distributor’s microsite. The UWI will 

enable all the disparate stakeholders in the ecosystem to talk to 

each other, collaborate, innovate, and distribute financial 

products at scale. This way, it will solve many of the challenges 

faced by investment managers, distributors, brokers, investment 

research and content platforms, and most importantly, investors.

This whitepaper provides an overview of the current investment 

landscape, underscores the prevailing gaps in the asset, wealth 

and broking ecosystem, and highlights how UWI can bridge 

these gaps effectively. 
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Service providers for the investors
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Market Size of broking in India[3]

₹135 Bn
FY 2016

₹195 Bn
FY 2019

₹210 Bn
FY 2020

7.79%
Annual Growth Rate

1,25,974
Distributors
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Demand[1]

Supply[2]

94.8M
Demat account holders

34.9M
Mutual fund investors

12 Crore
Mutual fund folios

01 02 03

132901
Registered Investment Advisors

~ 35,000
Active distributors
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[1]  www.sebi.com 

[2] https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.aspx?PRID=1780999 

[3] (As Per CDSL & NSDL) 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/india-s-demat-account-tally-up-63-to-89-7-million-in-fy22-shows-data-122041401088_1.html 
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India is slated to grow at a strong clip as its external dependencies dissipate 

further and it becomes increasingly indigenous. Inevitably, this is likely to 

translate into strong GDP growth, a view shared by many. As per IMF data, as of 

January 2022, India's GDP is projected to be 9% in FY22. Several factors such as 

strong export demand, improving domestic demand, government incentives like 

the PLI scheme and thrust on manufacturing, and revival of the housing sector 

are now aligning to create a robust foundation from which India’s economic 

super cycle can take off.

India poised to leapfrog its growth curve

Wealth creation at an unprecedented pace

Sharp increase in the financialization of savings

The enviable trinity of innovation, capital, and an enabling environment is now 

forming to create a thriving ecosystem of entrepreneurs and great businesses. 

This fecund landscape is not only enabling innovation at scale but is also 

creating wealth in an unprecedented manner. India has now become the 12th 

largest market by HNI population, which is steadily growing every year. The 

country is slated to achieve a 13% CAGR in the number of millionaires (2020-25E) 

and a 10% CAGR in wealth per adult (2020-25E).[5] 

The contours of Indian savings are changing as Indians are now showing an 

increasing proclivity towards financial investments. According to a Jefferies 

report (March 2022), 4.8% of Indian household assets (as of March 2022) are in 

equities – up from 4.3% in March 2021, and up nearly 57% compared to 2.7% 

allocation to this asset class in 2020.[6] The intensity of the trend in favour of 

financial assets is further exemplified by increased investor interest in mutual 

funds. The MF industry’s AUM has witnessed an almost 2 fold increase in a span of 

5 years, growing from INR 19.26 trillion as on April 30, 2017 to INR 38.04 trillion as on 

April 30, 2022.[7] At the same time, today there are approximately 94.8 million 

broking/demat accounts in India and around 34.9 million mutual fund investors. 

This structural shift has been precipitated by a host of factors including sustained 

investment for an extended duration of time, better performance of equity asset 

class compared to real estate and gold, and increased awareness, access, and 

belief in the equity market opportunity. Moreover, it is important to shine a light 

on the fact that mutual fund participation is now becoming broad-based as 

exemplified by the fact that the share of the bottom 30 states and Union 

Territories in the overall MF AUM increased from 19% in 2015 to 23% in 2022. 

1

2

3
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[5]  https://www.primeinfobase.in/z_IIFLWAM/files/IIFLWAM_Q4_and_full_year_FY22_Investor_Presentation.pdf 

[6]  4.8% of $10.7 trillion Indian household assets are in equities:

[7]  https://www.amfiindia.com/indian-mutual

        https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/4-8-of-10-7-trillion-indian-household-assets-are-in-equities-jefferies-122032400539_1.html



The financialisation opportunity in India

Investing

Financing

Savings

Protection

37 Lakh Cr MF AUM[8]

15 Lakh Cr Aggregate Home loan 

portfolio disbursement[9]

1.98 Lakh Cr General and  

Health Insurance premium

Potential : 5.3% CAGR for life Insurance (5yrs)

159 Lakh Cr Bank Deposit[9]

6.3 Lakh Cr Life Insurance premium[10]

18000 Cr GOLD ETF AUM

6.6 Lakh Cr MF Liquid Assests

3.8 Lakh Cr Other than GOLD ETF AUM

Potential : 250 Lakh Cr (5yrs)

Potential : 92 Lakh Cr by 2029-30

Potential : 20% CAGR (5yrs)
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[8]   https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/mfs-assets-under-management-jumps-to-nearly-rs-37-lakh-cr-in-sep-amfi-121100801145_1.html 

[9]   https://www.hindustantimes.com/business/banks-double-down-on-home-loan-segment-101620606897406.html 

[10]  https://www.irdai.gov.in/admincms/cms/uploadedfiles/annual%20reports/Annual%20Report%202020-21.pdf
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The asset, wealth and 

broking ecosystem



Just like any other ecosystem, the asset, wealth and broking ecosystem also comprises disparate players that function 

both independently and interdependently to cater to the multiple as well as unique needs of the investor. While the investor 

is at the center of this ecosystem, the other key players and their roles include: 

Payment apps

Today, there are several payment apps that 
facilitate the immediate transfer of money and 
enable investors to trade and invest seamlessly. 
They are supporting the development of digital 
economies and driving innovation. 

Broking platforms

Brokers enable trade and transactions by acting as 
intermediaries, connecting the buyers and sellers of 
investment products. Brokers allow investors to 
transact both through online as well as offline 
modes. One of the marks of a thriving financial 
services ecosystem is the ability to seamlessly 
transact in a cost efficient manner. From that 
perspective, broking platforms play an integral role 
in the ecosystem.

Distributors

These entities play the primary role of bridging the 

gap between financial products manufacturers and 

investors. Often, investors are not aware of the 

range of investment products available and end up 

making suboptimal investment decisions. On the 

other hand, many manufacturers do not have the 

resources and scale to take their products to the 

end customers. Distributors bridge this gap by 

bringing the two together. 

Manufacturers

These are simply entities or registered individuals 

who create or manufacture the investment 

products. In the current ecosystem, manufacturers 

could include Registered Investment Advisors 

(RIAs), Mutual Funds and Exchange Traded Funds 

(ETFs), and Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs)

(portfolios with ticket size of minimum INR 1 crore) 

and PMS (portfolios with a minimum ticket size of 

INR 50 lakh) providers. They envisage varied 

investment products that are spread across asset 

classes and strategies, obtain the necessary 

regulatory approval for these products, and then 

make them available to the investors. They also 

play the secondary role of distribution (selling 

directly to investors) and investor education.

The asset, wealth and broking ecosystem

Content creators

There are various platforms and websites that 
provide investment research, ideas, and news 
updates. Some provide investment ideas based on 
deep fundamental research, some focus purely on 
technical research, while others share news based 
updates on different types of investments. These 
content creators provide significant value to retail 
investors.
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Data & Research Data, Research, Index Players

Manufacturing AMC, PMS, AIF Cat III, RIA, RA (WealthBaskets)

Broking Platforms Full Service Brokers, Discount Brokers

Advisory/Wealth Management RIAs, RAs, Wealth Managers

Payment Apps UPI Apps, Digital Wallets

Distribution/Execution/Transaction
MFDs, IFAs, Brokers, RIAs, Wealthbasket Managers, 

Broking, MF-txns

Content Creators Research Analysts, RIAs, Financial News Sites, Bloggers

Category  Key Stakeholders

Research providers

There are currently a host of data and index providers that enable the research capabilities of manufacturers 
and facilitate the creation of innovative products. With data forming the foundation of all investment products, 
access to the right data at the right time can be critical in this industry.

The asset, wealth and broking ecosystem
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03
Prevailing gaps  

in the ecosystem



The ecosystem works well when all these disparate players talk to each other and collaborate (wherever possible) to 

offer investors a holistic and seamless investment experience. However, in the prevailing ecosystem, while the investor 

engages with all of these disparate players, the players themselves may not really interact. This means that due to 

existing asymmetries stemming from a lack of communication, there will always be service and product related gaps 

that need to be bridged. Further, it is important to highlight that bridging this gap will require significant technological 

infrastructure and solutions that can do the necessary heavy lifting and bring all ecosystem stakeholders together.

An increasing number of investors are now entering the equity markets lured by the recent upswing and positive price 

movements. As per data, the number of demat accounts in the country have witnessed a CAGR of 16.94% in the period 

FY16-FY21. However, according to a 2020 study by MarketMojo Research, 75% of the demat accounts in India are inactive.

Prevailing gaps in the ecosystem

Why are so many demat accounts inactive? 

Due to prevailing gaps in the current ecosystem.
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Number of new demat holders in FY21 already surpassed 
FY20 numbers in October 21

~40% growth in new demat accounts for the past 5 years

FY21, FY22 show aggressive increase in demat holders

75% of demat accounts in India are inactive



Gap Analysis

Inability to do product innovation: The investment vehicle chosen by the manufacturers has a significant 

impact on the contours of their product suite. Certain vehicles like mutual funds are fairly restrictive when it 

comes to launching innovative products. For example, mutual fund products are created as per predefined 

categories and fund managers cannot launch products that do not fit within the contours of these categories. 

On the other hand, there are vehicles like AIFs that are potentially better positioned to do product side 

innovation but are not accessible by large swathes of people due to the high investment thresholds. However,  

at both ends of the spectrum, there are several limitations that curtail innovation due to which manufacturers 

are unable to meet the nuanced requirements of investors. More importantly, product innovation and creation 

remains a bastion of select players while other players in the ecosystem, like brokers, cannot leverage product 

side innovation. 

Inability to access customised and packaged solutions / investment products: Inarguably, customer needs are 

changing and becoming increasingly nuanced. However, as highlighted above, vehicles that are easily 

accessible to larger swathes of investors do not have the freedom to launch nuanced and innovative products 

while vehicles that do offer innovative investment solutions, have high threshold limits and are thus not 

accessible to retail investors. For example, a retail investor will generally not be able to access a long-short 

strategy offered by an AIF. On the other hand, mutual funds do not offer this strategy in its true form. As a result, 

retail investors will not be able to benefit from long-short strategies. 

Currently, product distribution and packaging is fairly standardised: Products are packaged and distributed 

as fairly standardised solutions with little room for flexibility and customisation. Investors have to make different 

stops to access and purchase investment products, making their investment journey inefficient and 

cumbersome. For example, an investor consuming research on a content website will necessarily have to then 

log in separately to a broker website to transact. 
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04
The Solution



What is UWI?

UWI is envisaged as a holistic and open solution that brings in interoperability and enables stakeholders to optimise their 

offerings. It will not only bridge the prevailing gaps but also elevate the entire asset, wealth and broking ecosystem.

UWI is a technology stack that enables multi-asset product innovation and distribution at scale in a low cost, seamless, 

and efficient manner. Acting as a universal enabler, it will create an integrated ecosystem where all stakeholders of the 

ecosystem will be able to talk to each other, integrate services offerings, and provide a holistic experience to the most 

important stakeholder, i.e., the investor. The UWI will enable wealth solutions at internet scale. Independent advisors and 

research houses will be able to ‘productise’ their solutions and distribute them at scale, brokers will be able to seamlessly 

distribute these products, i.e., WealthBaskets to online and offline users, and investors will be able to easily invest in 

premium wealth products. 

Interconnected ecosystem with network effects

UWI is built on open architecture which allows the relevant stakeholders, i.e., investment managers, brokers, and content 

providers to see inside all or parts of the architecture without any constraints and make the necessary additions that can 

easily be installed by the end user. This means that stakeholders need not independently build the relevant technology 

stack as they can simply meet their technology requirements through easy plug and play solutions. 

Further, powered by interoperability, all the disparate players in the ecosystem can talk to each other, identify pockets of 

need and opportunity, and accordingly design their service and product offering. 

How does it work?
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MANUFACTURERS

DISTRIBUTORS/BROKERS

RIAs

Equity Mutual Funds Equity Equity

ETFs ETFs ETFs ETFs

Mutual Funds

(WealthBaskets) (WealthBaskets) (WealthBaskets) (WealthBaskets)

Mutual Funds Mutual Funds

Through RIA Through RIA

Mutual Fund 
Distributors

Banks
Mutual Funds 

Apps

AMC

IFA

PMS

Wealth  
Managers

AIF

Content 
Apps

Research Manufacturing Productisation Distribution Ready

Unhindered product innovation: Investment managers can create innovative investment products that follow  

differentiated strategies. Since the WealthDesk platform assists in portfolio management and distribution, along with  

providing the necessary regtech, marketing, and execution support, managers can wholly focus on creating  

innovative products and do not need to worry about how to package and sell them.

Package customized investment products: Managers can easily package multiple asset classes into WealthBaskets 

to create innovative investment solutions and products that serve the needs of different types of retail investors - 

new investors, traders, long term investors, etc.

Leverage distribution channels and network effects: WealthBaskets can be seamlessly distributed to both online 

and offline investors by leveraging existing distribution networks of brokers, distributors, and RMs with additional 

benefit of strong network effects on UWI.

What does it provide?

Seamless execution: UWI allows investors to easily connect to their preferred broker account to execute trades,  

thereby ensuring that the investment journey is efficient and time sensitive.

Holistic offering: Enables retail investors to seamlessly invest in premium investment products in a cost-effective  

manner. With UWI, investors will be able to easily invest in premium wealth creation products on top of broking and 

other transaction platforms.
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UWI plugging the gaps

UWI will take care of the wealth management needs of the large swathes of investors who will enter the investment 

landscape in the coming decades. Investors whose expectations are shaped by their interactions with digital 

technology. At an overarching level, UWI will democratise the investment value chain, support product-side innovation, 

enhance access to premium investment products, and enable distribution at internet scale, thereby elevating the entire 

asset, wealth and broking ecosystem. 
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UWI
Unified Wealth Interface

Product innovation for  
investment managers

Scale up distribution 
(online as well as offline)

Easily connect to your  
preferred broker account to  

execute the trade

WealthBaskets for investors 
to easily buy and sell the 

investment products

Provides portfolio management 
through portfolio analysis, 
reporting, and rebalancing

Seamlessly engage with 
ecosystem stakeholders to 
enhance value proposition

Offer customers E2E  
investment and wealth  
management solutions

Retail investors can  
seamlessly invest in premium  

investment products in a  
cost-effective manner
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